Introduction
Investigating the influences impacts onto GPA efficiency, many practical experiments points to function set as significant but non well explored one. Function set means set of building blocks used by GPA to build solutions in terminology used in [1] . It is interesting that many other influences like initial population structures or various crossover and mutation operations are investigated in much deeper details. The paper starts with description of GP algorithm used in experiments presented in this study. Then there are described compared function sets and test example. The paper ends with discussion of measured data. Obtained results conclude that minimal function set satisfying sufficiency condition gives the best results. Many other approaches of studying information dynamics of GPAs are discussed in work [2] .
Used GP algorithm
To presented test, standard structure GP algorithm was used. It is tree-based one to simplify the structure of evolutionary operation implementation. Structure of the GP algorithm is outlined on the Alg. 1. Initialization of the population is controlled by two parameters -minimal and maximal depth of the structures. After evaluation of individuals, there the sorting of population on the base of fitness function is applied. Sorting of the population causes some mixing of individuals to prevent repeated evolutionary operations of the same parents. Then the fulfilment of ending condition is tested. If it is not satisfied, new separate population is produced by application of evolutionary operations. Used GPA utilize the following evolutionary operations: -mutation -one-point-crossower -regenerating (generating of totally new individual without respect to structure of existing ones). Binary evolutionary operations like crossover are applied to immediate adjacent individuals in sorted population vector. Then each individual of the new population is evaluated to determine its fitness. Offspring replaces its parent only if it is better than the best of them. In the opposite case it is throw away. Mutation operation is applied only to change function of given arity to another of the equal number of attributes. Mutation does not allow e.g. to replace binary addition by unary sin function because such changes are subject of crossover. In practice, mutation works as node replacement mutation described in [1] , page 43. From this viewpoint, the used GPA is similar to grammar based approaches, but it is not Grammatical Evolution, because the tree structure of genes is implemented. If such constrained mutation is applied, it forms simple rewriting grammar on the base of given function set been used in GP in a variety of ways [3, 4, 5, 6, 7] . Probability of both crossover operators is 0.5. The main advance of one-point-crossover is that it tends to producing of semantically comparable structures. On the opposite side, it does not allow e.g. to replicate useful structure discovering in the right part of the tree also on the left part. Thus two different crossover operators are applied. The book [1] introduces as optimal proportion of crossover and mutation operation 9:1, but it admits that proportion 1:1 might work too. Observation of presented GPA rather concludes idea of [8] to prefer mutation in the first GPA cycles and later 1:1. The number of pure mutation cycles is in used GPA equal to maximal initial depth of trees representing individuals.
Bowing of arising structures might be controlled in the case of GPA-ES version [9] by constrained number of parameter optimizing cycles of nested ES (Evolutionary Strategy) algorithm. The principle of this bowing is essential -when there is overcomplicated structure, it has bigger number of parameters and it is not probable that these parameters will be determined well in the constrained number of ES evolutionary cycles and thus this overcomplicated structure is indirectly penalised. Measuring efficiency of GP algorithm there is problem of Operating System Scheduler, especially in multi-thread implementations. Due to task switching, computation time is influenced by other task present in computer during execution non-looking to the fact that solution structure and needed number of iterations is constant. It is better to use measurement based on number of iteration cycles or on the number of fitness function evaluation respectively.
Function set
Used function set strongly influence efficiency of GPA. There are known common recommendations as to use "rich" set to prevent the need to interpolate missing function e.g. by spontaneously discovered Taylor series which tends to need on many GPA iteration cycles and thus to loose of efficiency. In the work [1] there it is used term sufficiency to label fact that function set contains all needed functions. Problem is that in the case of unknown and complicated function symbolic regression it is extremely difficult or even impossible to determine which function set is sufficient. There are also possible other sources of inefficiency like mutually replaceable functions as e.g. twin sin() and cos(). The presence of such twins should decrease efficiency of GPA. In presented study used terminal set was formed by two terminals -constant and variable. Typically, there are more possible variables than only one, e.g. x, y, z. In GPA there are two ways of implementation. One is to reason variable as unary function with argument representing number of variable. This construct opens way to build such structures as arrays of variables if argument of unary variable function is not constant. In used GP algorithm the another approach is used. Variable is terminal with one parameter. This parameter representing variable ordinal number might be set during initialization and changed only by mutation operator. In this study, three function sets were applied. The basic one consists of the following functions: +,-,*
sin(), +, -, *
abs(), +, -, *, mod()
abs(), sin(), cos(), +, -, *, mod()
Solving symbolic regression of differential equations from data representing Lorenz attractor system (5) with parameters (6), which serves as test bed in this study, some functions are superfluous. Function set (1) is minimal set covering really used functions only. In the basic function set (2) it is the only unary function sin(). In the set (3), there was added second superfluous binary function mod() and superfluous unary function sin() was replaced by abs(), which is also superfluous, but it is better applicable in some equations representing Lorenz attractor system. Function set (4) adds two superfluous, mutually replaceable unary functions sin() and cos () to function set (2) . These functions can replace themselves mutually because of there it is need to change their argument offset only. Lorenz attractor system was used for comparability with other experiments. There exists standard GP benchmarks, some of them are oriented to symbolic regression problem. As it was published in [10, 11] , if we have sufficient number of experiments and if we solve symbolical regression problems with small residual error, average results depends only on statistical properties of initial population generator and applied evolutionary operators and it is possible to estimate them by application of Markov chain.
Experiment results
The results of numerical experiment were sumarised on Fig. 1 . and Tab. 1. Experiments were consisting of symbolic regression of differential equations describing data set with sum of error squares from all data samples less than 10 -7
. There was computed 9000 of experiments for each function set. Big number of experiments is caused by multiple sources of errors. Especially, pRNG controling GPA function and generating initial populations is not thread safe. Novel standard of C++ version 11 asks for thread safe implementation of <random> library which is used in GPA-ES algorithm, but many Linux distributions do not implement. Even thread safe implementation is not presented in Intel C/C++ Compiler used on supercomputers. Thus, task switching significantly influences obtained results. To utilize multicore processors it is need to use multi-thread OpenMP implementation. Such simplementation is sensitive to task switching influencing pRNG. Also popuation sizes has influence to GPA property. Such number of hardly controllable parameters tends to extreme numbers of experiments to eliminate them and their number was limited especially by available computing sources. GPA population size was chosen as 50 and ES population as 30 individuals. This sizes are rather small and was used to increase sensitivity (repsented by number of needed iterations to reach required error). Extremely small sum of error squares eliminates occurrence of incomparable individuals approximating training data set by alternative function. Data set described movement of Lorenz attractor system in 500 points simulated with time step 0.01 [s] . The presented results concludes that number of iterations increases with number of superflous functions in average. Comparing to previously published results [9] it is possible to state that influence of operator set to GP algorithm efficiency is at least 10 times bigger than influence of applied pseudo random number generator. 
Conclusion
Structure of operator set significantly influences efficiency of Genetic Programming Algorithm. The most significant is satisfaction of the sufficiency condition (it means presence of all needed operators to prevent function approximation e.g. by spontaneously discovered Taylor approximation) presented in [1] but not only. The next is the non-presence of superfluous functions. Each function in function set which will not contribute to final solution decreases efficiency of crossover and mutation operations. The problematic are superfluous functions which can be replaced one by other and vice versa. Typical example of such function twins are sin() and cos() functions, which differs only by offset. Presence of such twins to possibility to replace them mutually without any significant improvement of regressed function quality, but the worst are non-linear superfluous functions without any relation to searched function. Such kind of functions was represented by abs and fmod (float-point-modulo) functions which makes search space strongly non-linear and harder to investigate. 
